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MScan Meteo is a freeware product, free to download. All the trial version functions are free. Mscan Meteo, is an easy to use, flexible and efficient tool for working with the GRIB files (grib). MScan Meteo is a programming tool for decoding radio signals, which is very fast
and easy to use. It is universal and works with radio modes, such as: fax, voice, weather and weather fax. MScan Meteo detects all these radio modes automatically. MScan Meteo - unique software designed to decode radio signals, use a voice recorder, view GRIB files and
generate a report. MScan Meteo - send a fax of the current weather - with our GRIB viewer, you can visualize the weather forecast of your city! MScan Meteo - decode voice, fax, weather and navigation faxes from satellites. MScan Meteo - no human intervention is required
to decode. MScan Meteo - unlimited monitoring of radio stations. MScan Meteo - full screen mode. MScan Meteo - realtime feedback of the radio stations as you speak. MScan Meteo - analysis of your analog signal. MScan Meteo - now, using advanced technology developed
especially for the job, reduce half of the radio stations, save time! MScan Meteo, the fastest and most powerful decoding program. Log file: %appdata%\temp\log.txt %appdata% (a folder located inside your Documents folder) is a hidden folder. To view the contents of this
folder, right-click on the %appdata% folder icon on your desktop and select "properties". Check out this question: How to view hidden directories on Windows XP? Note: This solution only works in Windows XP. I have no idea how Vista and Windows 7 handle this problem.

Thank you for using mscan.exe Note: If you do not install any software, the above problem will not arise. --malfant
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